
   

  

                                                            Itinerary for 4days and 3nights     Day 1 :  
 Night Stay @ Tumling :  Tumling is a small hamlet in Ilam District of Nepal. A tourist attraction in Eastern Himalayas at an altitude of 2970m(appx 10,000 ft), its population is composed mostly of Gurung families, with the total population being a mere 15 in number. Lodging in this hamlet consists of mainly the Mountain Lodge, which has a spectacular view of the Kanchenzunga seen from its room. Tumling actually is part of Nepal although there is no restriction for Indians or foreigners with Indian visa. One is able to see the beautiful Kangchenjunga Range from here and it is one of the popular birdwatching destinations in Singalila National Park. 
 

  

       Schedule: 
 Pick up from NJP/Bagdogra/Jalpaiguri > Start for Manebhanjan via Mirik > Reach Manebhanjan > Change Car > Start for Tumling via Chitrey – Tonglu > Reach Tumling > Check in > Free Time.    



   

  

 Day 2 :  
 

Night Stay @ Sandakphu : Where else can you see four of the five highest peaks of the world including Mt. Everest, Makalu, Kanchenjunga, and Lhotse, along with many other peaks of Nepal, Sikkim, Tibet and Bhutan in one single stretch of snow? Yes, this is what you get to see when you stand on summit of Sandakphu! you can walk through the forests of flowering rhododendrons of numerous types, giant magnolias, spruce and wide range of amazing orchids. There are over 600 varieties of orchids in this area, the largest concentration in any single geographical area in the world. You can see them bloom in spring. 
Sandakphu or Sandakfu (11,941 ft) is the highest peak in the state of West Bengal, India, consisting of a few families in Nepal and in India. For all these breath taking landscapes and a perfect weekend hideout, Sandakphu is also konwn as Trekkers paradise! 

       

  Schedule: 
 Breakfast > Check out > Start for Sandakphu > Stoppage at Gairibus > Collect Entry Pass for Singalila National Park > Start for Sandakphu > Reach Sandakphu > Check in > Free Time.      



   

  

  Day 3 :  
Night Stay @ Sandakphu :: 
Phalut : The word Phalut which is derived from the Lepcha word Fak-Luk, means "Barren Peak". The area and even the last stretch to Phalut is actually quite barren. This is quite a contrast to the dense forests that are so common at the lower levels. But from Sandakphu for a long way you will pass through unabated beauty of the nature before you reach Phalut. On the way there are rhododendron trees of various types that bloom with colorful flowers during April to May. You will also pass through forests of oaks, chestnut trees, magnolias and silver firs. Once you reach the summit,you will be rewarded with awesome view of a long stretch of snow peaks. The range includes some of the highest peaks of the world including the Everest group, Kanchejunga, Chamolhari, Pandim, Three Sisters and lot others. The snow range stretches from Nepal on the west through Sikkim, Bhutan and up to Arunachal Pradesh in the east along a distance of about 320kms.   From Phalut you will feel Kanchenjunga is literally at a stones throw distance, although it's about 48kms along a straight line, but appears gigantic and awesome. 

     Schedule: 
 Witness the breath Taking view of Mt. Kunchanjunga & Mt. Everest > Start for Phalut > Reach Phalut > Start back for Sandakphu > Reach Back Sandakphu > Free time.            



   

  

      Day 4 :   Return :  

   Schedule:  Early Morning Check out from Sandakphu > Stoppage at Kalapokhri > Change Car at Manebhanjan > Drop at NJP/Bagdogra/Jalpaiguri.            



   

  

      


